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Executive Summary
2013 marks the 4th year for the Oregon POLST Registry. We have received over 150,000 POLST
forms and are receiving over 100 calls per month to the Registry Hotline. The outstanding staff
continues to enter and activate forms within two days of receipt. Over the past year there was a
steady increase in the number of requests for POLST forms, both through the Hotline and the
Registry business office.
The Registry staff continues to work on forging strong partnerships with the Oregon POLST
Program, the Oregon POLST Task Force (OPTF), the State of Oregon Center for Vital Statistics
and the POLST Registry Advisory Committee (PRAC). Continuous outreach to health care
institutions, providers, and organizations across the state have helped keep Registry operations
strong, and led to increased submission rates across the state.
The Registry is a valuable resource for researchers interested in POLST and end-of-life-care
topics. Registry data provides an opportunity to execute population-based research that has not
been possible in the past.
We look forward to our continued partnership between the Oregon Health Authority, Oregon
Health & Sciences University (OHSU) and the Oregon POLST Taskforce in order to provide this
service to Oregonians.

Regards,

Terri Schmidt MD, MS
Director, Oregon POLST Registry

Introduction: POLST and the Oregon POLST Registry
In 1990, a task force was convened by the Center for Ethics in Health Care at OHSU with
representatives from stakeholder health care organizations to develop a new method to translate
patient preferences into actionable medical orders that follow patients across settings of
care. This led to the development of Physician Orders for Life Sustaining Treatment (POLST),
and the POLST program. Since then POLST has become the standard of care for portable
medical orders in 13 states and programs are being developed throughout the country.
The Oregon POLST Registry project began in response to a need expressed by Emergency
Medical Services (EMS) to access POLST orders when they arrived on the scene of a medical
emergency, and could not immediately locate the original POLST form. The development of the
Registry test and pilot systems were funded by a grant from The Greenwall Foundation along
with additional private philanthropy. The project was a collaboration of the Oregon POLST
Task Force, the OHSU Center for Ethics in Health Care and the OHSU Department of
Emergency Medicine. The legislature created and funded the Oregon POLST Registry effective
July 1, 2009. The Registry is a public health registry within the Oregon Health Authority
operated through contract with the OHSU Department of Emergency Medicine and the Registry
office accepts POLST forms from all of Oregon.
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Year in Review
Form Submission
In 2013 the Registry received 48,825 Oregon POLST forms via fax, eFax, mail, electronic secure
files transfer, and CareAccord® direct secure messaging (Figure 1). Three thousand more forms
were submitted to the Registry this year over the previous two years (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Monthly receipt of forms in 2013
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Figure 2. Cumulative POLST Forms Received by Year
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Not Registry Ready (NRR) Forms
In 2013 the Registry received 10,073 forms that were deemed NRR. Of these NRR forms, 7,612
were missing one or more of the elements required to be completed on a POLST form prior to
entry in the Registry (Figure 3). All NRR forms are returned to the sender of the form (if known)
for correction. Overall, 22.7% of forms contain no sender information and could not be followed
up. Twenty percent of NRR forms are corrected, returned and subsequently entered into the
Registry. The number of NRR forms received has remained consistent despite educational
efforts from the Oregon POLST Program.
Figure 3: Top Reasons forms are not ready to be entered into Registry
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POLST Registry Hotline/OHSU Emergency Communications Center (ECC)
The call volume to OHSU Emergency Communication Center (ECC) has increased over 2013,
with nine months of 100 plus calls (Figure 4). Throughout the year, call times have remained
consistent, with a hotline call taking just 1 minute on average. The Registry was pleased to
announce a milestone in the fall of 2013 that the 1,000th match to a patient in the Registry was
completed by the ECC. This timeframe represents about 1,000 days of Registry operations, so
there is an average of 1 patient match per day through the hotline, which is consistent with the
overall match rate of 35% (Figure 5).

Figure 4: ECC Calls received per month
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Figure 5: ECC Calls and Matches by Month

Hotline utilization by out-of-state health care professionals
In 2013 an Emergency Department in Wyoming contacted the Registry to check on a patient’s
POLST orders. A facility nurse related that, “the patient’s spouse had some paperwork since they
were travelling, but asked us to call the Oregon POLST Registry where the patients’ form was on
file.” The staff at the facility praised the Oregon POLST Registry staff for their help with this
patients’ care. The ECC and the Registry staff were able to quickly respond to this unusual
request, helping to ensure that this Oregonian, even while traveling, was able to receive the level
of care they desired.
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Registry Business Office

Figure 6: Registry Business office operations

Illustrated above, the Registry business office manages a number of daily tasks which range from
processing hundreds of forms per day, to fielding patient phone calls and non-urgent form
requests. 2013 was a year marked by increased utilization and solidification of processes. The
business office was able to use their honed skills and newly streamlined processes developed in
2012 to maintain very consistent timelines for operations in the face of an increased demand for
non-urgent POLST forms and increased form volume.
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Increased Utilization
In 2013 the Registry business office received over 2,296 general calls and 1,013 non-urgent
POLST forms request calls (Figure 7). A total of 1,077 individual forms were requested through
the business office with a 56.4% match rate. Beginning in June of 2013 the number of forms
requested through the Registry business office doubled and remained greater than 100 forms
requested per month for the remainder of the year.
Figure 7: Non-Urgent (Business Office) POLST Form Requests: 2013
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Quality Audits
In 2013 additional quality assurance measures were developed. Several systems are used to
routinely audit forms for accuracy. Validation of the initial form and manual abstraction are still
used, but this year we modified the entry database to support accuracy. Now after orders are
entered, they are displayed in summary in a color-coded fashion for additional confirmation of
critical POLST form orders (Figure 8). Color-coding helps data processors and search users
another visual cue that ensures accuracy in records. Random audits of previously entered records
have helped improve the accuracy of the information in the Registry database.
Figure 8: Color-coded order sets in the Registry

Death Certificate Data
The Registry now has secure system in place to access and transfer death certificate data. We are
developing a standard schedule for archiving Registrants who are known to be deceased. During
2012, based on death certificate data we archived forms for over 17,000 Registrants.
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CareAccord
On June 5, 2013 the Registry joined CareAccord®, Oregon’s Health Information Exchange,
which allows doctors, nurses, and other health care professionals to securely electronically share
a patient’s medical information. Leadership at the Oregon POLST Registry and CareAccord®
saw a great opportunity in the partnership and equal potential for faster, more secure, form
submission, ultimately furthering the Registry’s goal to ensure that the treatment wishes of
Oregonians are made available when they are most needed. The Registry is able to receive and
send forms through the system’s direct secure messaging service. Since joining, the Registry has
received 92 messages and 565 POLST forms through the CareAccord® system (6/5/1312/31/13).

The Invaluable Work of Volunteers
In 2013 the Registry hosted 6 volunteers. Volunteers with the Registry play a vital role. Their
hard work and dedication throughout the year resulted in the preparation of tens of thousands of
confirmation packets and the preparation of countless magnets for educational conferences.
Since the Registry began its volunteer program in 2010 volunteers have donated well over 600
hours to our mission. When asked about their time volunteering with the Registry one volunteer
anonymously responded:
“Volunteering with the Oregon POLST Registry has definitely had a positive
impact on my life and studies. It has helped me appreciate the difficult
decisions that patients and their families have to make concerning end-of-life
care. It has also taught me that these decisions are highly personal and very
selective; what might work for one patient might not work for another. It has
taken some of the fear out of thinking about planning for my family’s needs
and wishes because I know they are making the right, informed decisions
themselves that support their values and beliefs.”
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Special Project-ePOLST
One of the Registry team’s goals is to find innovative ways to improve access to POLST orders
and increase the ease of submission of forms. To that end, the Registry staff has been working
with a group to create and implement of an electronic POLST (ePOLST) record that is
compatible with electronic submission to the Registry. In early 2013 the designers of ePOLST
and the Registry began working with a company, Vynca, formed by a group of individuals
working on a Stanford bio-design fellowship. The bio-design team had encountered a challenge
with access to POLST orders in California, and seen the consequences of not having POLST
orders available. To resolve this challenge, they created an electronic version of the POLST form
that can be connected to a variety of electronic health record systems, regardless of the platform
on which they operate. The Registry has been working with Vynca on creating a version of the
product to pilot test and implement in Oregon, ensuring that the Vynca system will be
compatible with the Registry, and automatically send POLST forms to the Registry. By the end
of 2013 the project was close to pilot phase, and is expected to begin testing in 2014.
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Education and Outreach
Outreach to EMS Professionals in communities across the state continued throughout the year.
In person training was primarily targeted through I-5 corridor, an area that had not previously
received in person training.
Table 1: OPR educational opportunities

Date

Presenter

Topic

Agency/Audience

# of
Participants
75

2/4/13

Jenny Cook

Utilizing the Registry
and POLST form on
scene

Lane County Fire District

3/1/13

Jenny Cook

The Patient’s got a
POLST

State of Jefferson EMS
conference

Approx 200

3/14/13

Jenny Cook
and Terri
Schmidt

POLST and Oregon
POLST Registry field
use

Lebanon Fire/Oregon
College of Emergency
Medicine

16

3/193/28/13

Jenny Cook

POLST and Registry on
scene scenario training

Clackamas County MAT
training CCFD#1

Approx 300

o
o
o

AMR
LO Fire
TVF&R
o Sandy Fire
o Boring Fire

3/31/13

Dana Zive

Registry use on scene
and scenario training

Lane County Joint training
o

15

4/25/13

Jenny Cook

Registrant outreach
seminar

Mary’s Woods Health &
Wellness Fair

100

10/310/5/13

Jenny Cook

Registry Information
Booth

Oregon EMS Conference

300

POLST Registries,
Technologies, & Research

National POLST Program
Webinar Guest speakers

100

10/29/13 Jenny Cook
& Dana Zive
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POLST Registry Advisory Committee (PRAC)
This year the Oregon POLST Registry Advisory Committee (PRAC) has been
involved with reviewing Registry operations worked at integrating e-POLST,
and providing Registry research updates and proposals. Again, the Registry
staff has been instrumental in the success of the Oregon POLST Registry in
collecting and disseminating this vital information to the involved stakeholders
throughout the state. It is an honor to serve as the chair of this committee.
~Laura Matthews, RN; PRAC Chair
Table 2: PRAC committee

Position
Public (1)
Public (2)
Public (3)
Public (4)
Long-Term Care
EMT
Hospital
EMS and Trauma Systems Program
Designee
Supervising MD for EMTs
Hospice
Health Professional

Member
Jane Baumgarten
Patty Brost
Jan Campbell
Open
Margaret Carley JD, RN (Jan-Feb);
Amy Vandenbroucke (Feb-Dec)
Doug Kelly, EMT-P
Laura Matthews, RN (Chair)
David Lehrfeld, MD (June-Dec)
Terri Schmidt, MD, MS
Sheila Sund, MD
Jennifer Cook, BA, GCPH
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Registry Research Activities
In 2013, the Registry data was used for the following projects:

Concordance of Out-of-Hospital and Emergency Department Cardiac Arrest Resuscitation With
Documented End-of-Life Choices in Oregon. Derek Richardson, MD; Erik Fromme, MD, MCR; Dana
Zive, MPH, Rochelle Fu, Ph.D.; Craig Newgard, MD, MPH.

This was a data-driven study linking the Oregon POLST Registry, the Oregon Statewide EMS
Database, the Oregon Hospital Discharge Database, and a local epidemiologic registry of out of
hospital cardiac arrest patients. Dr. Richardson was the lead author on the findings of this work,
which concluded that the Registry was an effective means of providing POLST orders to EMS
for out of hospital cardiac arrest, based on care received, even in a limited sample1.

Association Between POLST Scope of Treatment Orders and In-hospital Death in Oregon.
Erik Fromme, MD, MCR; Dana Zive, MPH; Terri A. Schmidt, MD, MS; Jennifer N.B. Cook,
BA, GCPH; Susan W. Tolle, MD
This study utilizes Oregon Center for Health Statistics Death Certificate Data and focuses on
location of death and cause of death. All records of Oregonians who died of natural causes in
2010 and 2011 (N=58,000) were matched to the Oregon POLST Registry data. Nearly 18,000
registrants for whom the Registry received a POLST form signed in 2010 or 2011 were matched
to death certificates and analyses was completed to assess differences between registered and
non-registered decedents with a focus on location of death and cause of death. The findings of
this study have been submitted to the Journal of the American Geriatric Society.

1

Concordance of Out-of-Hospital and Emergency Department Cardiac Arrest Resuscitation With Documented End-of-Life
Choices in Oregon. Richardson DK, Fromme E, Zive D, Fu R, Newgard CD.Ann Emerg Med. 2013 Nov 6. pii: S01960644(13)01345-0. doi: 10.1016/j.annemergmed.2013.09.004
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Oregon Physician Orders for Life Sustaining Treatment (POLST): Completion in Proximity to
Death Dana M. Zive, MPH; Erik K. Fromme, MD, MCR; Terri A. Schmidt, MD, MS; Jennifer
N.B. Cook, GCPH; Susan W. Tolle, MD
This second study using death certificate data and Registry data focuses on timing of POLST
completion and changes in POLST orders as death approaches. This study sampled registrants
for whom at least one POLST form was received in the two years preceding their death and who
were matched to death certificate data. A subset of registrants with more than one form in the
Registry in the two years before their death also allowed analysis of individual POLST order
changes in proximity to death, timing of form order changes, and directionality of changes.
Findings from this study are currently being developed as a manuscript and should be submitted
in Spring 2014 for publication.

Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment (POLST): Lessons learned from analysis of
the Oregon POLST Registry. Terri Schmidt, MD, MS; Dana Zive, MPH; Erik Fromme, MD,
MCR; Jennifer Cook, BA, GCPH; Susan Tolle, MD.
Finally, the Registry research team revisited patterns of POLST completion and order
combinations. Using all forms signed and received by the Registry in 2012 (N=31,294), analysis
included Registrant demographic information, as well as documenting common and less
common order combinations. While order combinations across sections largely make clinical
“sense,” the authors explored less common combinations (e.g., DNR in Section A and Full
Treatment in Section B) and their clinical implications. This study was submitted to and
published in Resuscitation2.
Several other projects were reviewed by the PRAC and are in various levels of completion.
These include a request to match Registry data with a statewide trauma registry, a review of
pediatric POLST registrants (joint project with Johns Hopkins), a retrospective analysis of
Oregon POLST Registry Hotline calls, a comparison study looking at West Virginia ePOLST
and the Oregon POLST Registry, and the evaluation of the proposed new ePOLST system.
2

Schmidt T, Zive D, Fromme E, Cook J, Tolle S. Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment (POLST):
Lessons learned from analysis of the Oregon POLST Registry, Resuscitation, Available online 6 January 2014,
ISSN 0300-9572, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.resuscitation.2013.11.027.
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2013 Oregon POLST Registry Staff and Partnerships
Volunteers: Colleen Campbell, Elizabeth Glanz, Yu Hany, Elena Mater, Robert Ward, Reagan
Wilkinson
Student workers: Kaitlin Gath, Mindy Mariano (Jan-Jun), Natalia Smiley
Research Assistants: Nancy Le, Mindy Mariano (July-current), Hanna Nelson, Galit Zwirner
Program Coordinator: Brittany Tagliaferro-Lucas
Project Liaison: Jenny Cook
Sr. Manager: Dana Zive
Director: Terri Schmidt
State EMS Medical Director: David Lehrfeld
State EMS & Trauma Systems Director: Mike Harryman (Jan-Sept), Dana Selover (Oct-Dec)
Oregon Health Policy and Research Administrator: Jeanene Smith
OHA Director: Bruce Goldberg
Oregon Center for Health Statistics: Jennifer Woodward, Joyce Grant-Worley, Karen
Hampton, Alicia Parkman, Linda Reynolds
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Table 3: Glossary of terms
Terms in this report

Definition

Registry Forms or Registry Registrants:

Forms or registrants recorded in the Registry only, not all those received by
the Registry office.

Not Registry Ready (NRR):

Forms received that are missing information to make them eligible for the
Registry.

Not Registry Ready (NRR) REQUIRED ELEMENTS ONLY:

Forms received that are missing any one or more of the REQUIRED data
elements: First or Last Name, DOB, Signature, Date signed, Section A
orders
Forms received that are unable to be entered into the Registry but are still
valid POLST orders. Includes copies that are illegible, copies that are too
dark or too light, etc.
Forms in the Registry that are ready to be searched.

Not Registry Ready (NRR) - Registry
Unusable Only:
Active Forms:
Archived Forms:

Forms in the Registry that are no longer valid. These have been removed
from searches.

Pending Forms:

Valid forms in the Registry that have been entered but have not been
"activated" (double-checked to ensure accuracy, the last step before a form
becomes searchable).
Registrants with searchable, active forms who are not known to be deceased
and have not opted out.

Active Registrants:
Archived Registrants:

Updated Forms:

Registrants known to be deceased or those who have opted out of the
Registry. Forms from these registrants are not searchable for healthcare
professionals.
An updated form is one received for a patient already in the Registry, but
with a more recent date.

Forms Received:

All forms received by the Registry, including NRR but excluding duplicate
submissions

Valid Form Follow-up (VFF):

Valid form follow-up. This type of follow-up is used to clarify optional
information that is too dark, too light, or illegible

Forms Created/Entered:

All forms entered into the Registry in a given timeframe but not necessarily
searchable for healthcare professionals. This may include forms received in
the previous month.
Calls excluded from this data report due to excessive length. These calls are
due to additional provider consult, online medical control requests, or
operator error with call timer.

ECC Call Time Outliers:
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Table 4: 2013 Workload Profile
Registrants
Created
Archived

2013

Forms
Received
Entered

2013

NRR forms

29,685
18,890

Total Overall
129,807
34,905

48,825
38,755

Total Overall
187,204
156,007

2013
Total Overall
10,073
31,197
7,612
20,814
1,618
4,001

NRR forms received (all reasons)
NRR forms received (REO)
NRR forms that generated a Registry form (REO)
Time to Form Entry from Date of Receipt

Mean
Median

% of all NRR
66.7%
12.8%
2013
2.00 calendar days
1.53 calendar days

Table 5: 2013 Call Profile
POLST Registry Hotline Call Data
Calls*
Matches

2013
1,307
481

Total Overall
3,290
1,138

316
646
345
0

Total Overall
951
1,614
696
29

% of all Calls with a Match
34.6%

*Includes only calls not canceled

Caller Type

2013

EMS
Emergency Department
Hospital Acute Care
Other/Not Classified**
*Includes only calls not canceled

% of all Calls
28.9%
49.1%
21.2%
0.9%

**While all calls are now classified, this was not standardized at outset.

Length of Call^
Mean
Median
Max Length

2013
56.9 seconds /
0.95 minutes
46.4 seconds /
0.77 minutes
211.2 seconds /
3.52 minutes

Overall
61.3 seconds /
1.02 minutes
50.9 seconds /
0.85 minutes
209.9 seconds
/ 3.50 minutes

2013

Total Overall
6,308
1,736

^Excludes ECC call time outliers

Business Office Call Data*
General Calls
Form Request Calls

2,296
1,013

% of all Calls
21.6%

*Enhanced tracking of back office calls and form requests began 4/2011

Non-Urgent POLST Requests*
Individual Forms Requested
Requests matched to Registrants

2013
1,077
607

Total Overall
2,375
1,080

% of all forms Requested
45.5%

*Enhanced tracking of back office calls and form requests began 4/2011
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Figure 9: New Registrants by County 2013 Heat Map
The map below illustrates the location of persons who registered their first POLST form with the
Registry in 2013 and provided the Registry with address information. Address information is
optional and is not required. New Registrants whose forms did not include address information
or who reside outside the state of Oregon were not able to be mapped. Address information is
pertinent for the Registry and allows for the mailing of a confirmation letter to the Registrant.
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Figure 10: POLST Registry Hotline (ECC) Calls by County 2013 Heat Map
This map highlights the increased utilization of the Registry especially along the I-5 corridor. We
expect this trend to continue into 2014. It is important to note that 3 counties near the OregonWashington border are without an area hospital.
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Appendix A: How the
Registry Works
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